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In this work, we establish a strong connection between group rings and self-dual
codes. We prove that a group ring element corresponds to a self-dual code if and
only if it is a unitary unit. We also show that the double-circulant and four-circulant
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constructions come from cyclic and dihedral groups, respectively. Using groups of
order 8 and 16 we find many new construction methods, in addition to the well-known
methods, for self-dual codes. We establish the relevance of these new constructions
by finding many extremal binary self-dual codes using them, which we list in several
tables. In particular, we construct 10 new extremal binary self-dual codes of length
68.
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1 Introduction
There is a natural connection between algebraic codes and group rings. Using a map that
was introduced by Hurley, to any group ring element, we can associate a matrix over the ring
of coefficients, which then can be used to construct a linear code. Many of the properties of
the codes can be obtained from the corresponding group ring elements. This connection has
been explored in the literature to find new constructions for some well known codes such
as the extended Golay code or the extended quadratic residue code. We refer the reader to
[19], [18], [27], [28], [2] and the references therein for more on this connection.
Self-dual codes are a special class of codes that have connections to and applications in
many fields such as Lattices, Designs, Cryptography, Invariant Theory, etc. The natural
upper bound on the minimum distances of binary self-dual codes have led to the notion
of extremal self-dual codes. There is a vast literature on construction and classification
of extremal binary self-dual codes of certain lengths. Many different techniques have been
utilized in finding extremal binary self-dual codes. A common theme in these methods of
construction is the use of a computer search. In order to make this search feasible special
construction methods have been used to reduce the search field. The double circulant,
bordered double circulant and four circulant constructions are some of the methods by
which many extremal binary self-dual codes have been obtained. While first applied over
the binary field, these methods have also been applied over finite commutative rings of
characteristic 2 with considerable success. For some of these constructions, we refer to [3],
[20], [21], [22], [24], [25] and [30].
The motivation in this work is twofold: First, by using the strong connection between
group ring elements and codes induced by Hurley’s map, we find necessary and sufficient
conditions on a group ring element whose corresponding code is self-dual. This brings a
new motivation for studying the so-called “unitary units” in group rings. The second main
result is that considering different groups in group rings lead to many new construction
methods for self-dual codes. In particular we show that the double circulant, the four-
circulant constructions are not some random constructions but that they come from certain
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groups. By considering groups of orders 8 and 16, we come up with many new construction
methods for self-dual codes. We illustrate the relevance of these constructions by finding
many extremal binary self-dual codes, including ten new ones of length 68, by using them
over appropriate group rings. We thus establish a new-found strong connection between
group rings and Algebraic Coding Theory.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we recall some of the prelim-
inaries on self-dual codes and some finite rings that we use in the subsequent chapters. In
Section 3, we establish the connection between group ring elements and the corresponding
self-dual codes. In Section 4 and 5, we list all the different constructions coming from groups
of order 8 and 16, respectively. We find many extremal binary self-dual codes, using these
constructions, which we list in several tables. In Section 6, we construct 10 new extremal
binary self-dual codes of length 68. We finish the paper with some comments and possible
directions for future study.
2 Preliminaries
We start by giving a background on binary self-dual codes and two rings that we will be
using in the constructions.
2.1 Binary Self-dual Codes
A binary code C of length n is said to be self-dual if C⊥ = C. Self-dual codes are necessarily
linear and self-orthogonal. Furthermore their dimension must be n/2, which means n must
be even. All codewords of a self-dual code have even weights. If all the weights of all
codewords in the self-dual code C are divisible by 4, then C is called a Type II (or doubly
even) code. Otherwise C is called a Type I (singly even) code. Binary self-dual codes have
bounds on their minimum distances:
Theorem 2.1. ([29]) Let dI(n) and dII(n) be the minimum distance of a Type I and Type










c+ 4 if n 6≡ 22 (mod 24)
4b n
24
c+ 6 if n ≡ 22 (mod 24).
Self-dual codes meeting these bounds are called extremal. Finding extremal binary self-
dual codes of certain lengths is a relevant problem in Coding Theory, that attracts a lot of
attention.
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2.2 The rings F2 + uF2 and F4 + uF4
Different rings have recently been studied within the context of codes as they have extended
the tools of classical coding theory. The construction methods introduced in this work can
be applied to rings with successful results. We will illustrate this idea on two particular
rings that have been used in this context before.
Both the rings F2 + uF2 and F4 + uF4 are finite commutative rings of characteristic 2
with one non-trivial ideal, that is the ideal 〈u〉. The ring F2 + uF2 is designated as R1 as it
is the first case of an infinite family of rings denoted by Rk, described in more detail in [10].
Let F4 = F2 (ω) be the quadratic field extension of F2, where ω2 + ω + 1 = 0. The
ring F4 + uF4 is defined via u2 = 0. Note that F4 + uF4 can be viewed as an extension of
F2 + uF2 and so we can describe any element of F4 + uF4 in the form ωa + ω̄b uniquely,
where a, b ∈ F2 + uF2.
A code C of length n over F4 + uF4 is an (F4 + uF4)-submodule of (F4 + uF4)n. With
〈.〉E denoting the Euclidean inner product, the dual C⊥ of a code C over F4 + uF4 can be
defined as
C⊥ = {x ∈ (F4 + uF4)n | 〈x, y〉E = 0 for all y ∈ C} .
A code C is said to be self-dual if it is equal to its dual. In [13] and [11] the following Gray
maps were introduced;
ψF4 : (F4)
n → (F2)2n ϕF2+uF2 : (F2 + uF2)
n → F2n2
aω + bω 7→ (a, b) , a, b ∈ Fn2 a+ bu 7→ (b, a+ b) , a, b ∈ Fn2 .
Those were generalized to the following maps in [26];
ψF4+uF4 : (F4 + uF4)
n → (F2 + uF2)2n ϕF4+uF4 : (F4 + uF4)
n → F2n4
aω + bω 7→ (a, b) , a, b ∈ (F2 + uF2)n a+ bu 7→ (b, a+ b) , a, b ∈ Fn4
These maps preserve orthogonality in the corresponding alphabets. The binary images
ϕF2+uF2 ◦ ψF4+uF4 (C) and ψF4 ◦ ϕF4+uF4 (C) are equivalent. The Lee weight of an element is
defined to be the Hamming weight of its binary image.
Proposition 2.2. ([26]) Let C be a code over F4 + uF4. If C is self-orthogonal, so are
ψF4+uF4 (C) and ϕF4+uF4 (C). C is a Type I (resp. Type II) code over F4 + uF4 if and only
if ϕF4+uF4 (C) is a Type I (resp. Type II) F4-code, if and only if ψF4+uF4 (C) is a Type I
(resp. Type II) F2 + uF2-code. Furthermore, the minimum Lee weight of C is the same as
the minimum Lee weight of ψF4+uF4 (C) and ϕF4+uF4 (C).
Corollary 2.3. Suppose that C is a self-dual code over F4 + uF4 of length n and minimum
Lee distance d. Then ϕF2+uF2 ◦ ψF4+uF4 (C) is a binary [4n, 2n, d] self-dual code. Moreover,
C and ϕF2+uF2 ◦ ψF4+uF4 (C) have the same weight enumerator. If C is Type I (Type II),
then so is ϕF2+uF2 ◦ ψF4+uF4 (C).
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3 Construction methods induced from Group rings
In this section, we shall give a construction of codes in Rn from the group ring RG.
This construction was first given for codes over fields by Hurley in [18]. Let R be a fi-
nite commutative Frobenius ring and let G = {g1, g2, . . . , gn} be a group of order n. Let




















αg−1n g1 αg−1n g2 αg−1n g3 . . . αg−1n gn
 . (1)
The elements g−11 , g
−1
2 , . . . , g
−1
n are simply the elements of the group G in some order.
We take this as the ordering of the elements since it makes the constructions more natural.
For a given element v ∈ RG, we define the following code over the ring R:
C(v) = 〈σ(v)〉, (2)
that is the code formed by taking the row space of σ(v) over the ring R.
We will now describe the general approach that we will utilize in finding construction
methods for self-dual codes.
3.1 The General Idea
Let G be a group of order n. We first give a labeling to the elements of the group by
G = {g1, g2, . . . , gn}. Then for a given element v = α1g1 + α2g2 + · · · + αngn ∈ RG of the
group ring, we look at the image of v under the σ map described above. Based on the
structure of the group, these n×n matrices can have special block-structures. After figuring
out what the block structure of σ(v) is, we form the n × 2n matrix [In|σ(v)]. The code
generated by this matrix will have size |R|n. Thus if it is self-orthogonal, then we will have
obtained a self-dual code. We can summarize this in the following main theorem:
Theorem 3.1. Let G be a group of order n and v = α1g1 + α2g2 + · · ·+ αngn ∈ RG be an
element of the group ring RG. The matrix [In|σ(v)] generates a self-dual code over R if and
only if σ(v)σ(v)T = −In.
Using the previous theorem, we can relate self-dual codes to elements in a group ring in
a strong way. To do this we recall the canonical involution ∗ : RG → RG on a group ring
RG is given by v∗ =
∑
g agg
−1, for v =
∑
g agg ∈ RG. An important connection between v∗
and v appears when we take their images under the σ map:
σ(v∗) = σ(v)T . (3)
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Now using Theorem 3.1, the fact that σ is a ring homomorphism and that σ(v) = −In if
and only if v = −1, we get the following corollary:
Corollary 3.2. Let RG be a group ring, where R is a commutative Frobenius ring. For
v ∈ RG, the matrix [In|σ(v)] generates a self-dual code over R if and only if vv∗ = −1. In
particular v has to be a unit.
When we consider a ring of characteristic 2, we have −In = In, which leads to the
following further important result:
Corollary 3.3. Let RG be a group ring where R is a commutative Frobenius ring of char-
acteristic 2. Then the matrix [In|σ(v)] generates a self-dual code over R if and only if v
satisfies vv∗ = 1, namely v is a unitary unit in RG.
There is a considerable amount of literature on unitary units of group rings. In particular
the sizes and the descriptions of the unitary groups have been given for certain groups. This
allows us to know exactly which elements in RG would generate self-dual codes and also
it will allow us to know exactly how many self-dual codes we could expect from a certain
construction. As an example we illustrate this for a special case.
Example 1. With K denoting a ring of characteristic 2 and G = D2n+1, the Dihedral
group of order 2n+1, Bovdi and Rosa calculated in [5] the size of the unitary group of KG
as |K|3·2n−1. This means, we can construct |K|3·2n−1 self-dual codes of length 2n+1 using
elements in KD2n+1. As a particular case of this, which will appear in subsequent sections,
we can take G = D8 and K = F2s. In this case, we will get 26s self-dual codes from
elements in the group algebra F2sD8. In [15], Gildea characterized all unitary units of the
group algebra F2sD8. He showed that the group of unitary units in this case is isomorphic
to C5s2 o Cs2.
Now let us assume that s = 1. Then by [5] there are 26 = 64 binary self-dual codes of
length 16, coming from the group algebra F2D8. Using the characterization given in [15], and
searching through these elements, we see that eight of these self-dual codes have parameters
[16, 8, 2], while fifty-six of them are extremal self-dual codes, i.e. have parameters [16, 8, 4].
If s = 2, we have 212 = 4096 quaternary self-dual codes of length 16 coming from the group
algebra F4D8. Considering the images of these self-dual codes under the duality-preserving
Gray map, we get 4096 binary self-dual codes of length 32, eight of which have minimum
distance 2, 1592 of which minimum distance 4, 1728 of which have minimum distance 6 and
the remaining 768 are extremal, namely they are of parameters [32,16,8].
Before moving on to the construction methods arising from certain groups, we would like
to consider two special cases.
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3.2 Two Special Cases
We would like to demonstrate, with the following examples, that many of the well-known
construction methods in the literature of self-dual codes are just special cases of the idea we
have described above.
If we takeG = Cn = 〈c〉, the cyclic group of order n, then for v = a0e+a1c+· · ·+an−1cn−1,
we have σ(v) is a circulant matrix. Thus the construction that is induced by the cyclic group
is the well-known double-circulant construction, that has been oft-used in constructing self-
dual codes.
If we take G = D2n, the dihedral group of order n and we label it as
G = {e, x, . . . , xn−1, y, xy, . . . , xn−1y},







which leads, when the characteristic of R is 2, to another well-known construction method
in the literature of self-dual codes, known as the four-circulant construction, when we put
I2n next to it.
In what follows, we will take groups of order 8 and 16 to describe the construction
methods arising from these groups for self-dual codes.
4 Constructions coming from groups of order 8
In this section, we will use Theorem 3.1 and Hurley’s map to describe the construction
methods coming from groups of order 8 and then the constructions will be applied to find
extremal binary self-dual codes.
4.1 Constructions
For the groups below, we give the structure of the companion matrix σ(v) for a typical
element v ∈ F2G. We then take the matrices of the form [I8|σ(v)] to construct binary
self-dual codes of length 16. Note that cir(a1, a2, . . . , an) means the circulant matrix whose
first row is (a1, a2, . . . , an), while rcir(a1, a2, . . . , an) means the reverse circulant matrix. Let
CIR(A1, A2, . . . , An) represent a block circulant matrix whose first row of block matrices are
A1, A2,. . ., An. Additionally, let Pτ be the n × n permutation matrix for the permutation
τ ∈ G where n = |G|.
 Let G = 〈x1, x2, x3 |x2i = 1, xjxk = xkxj (j 6= k)〉 ∼= C32 . If
α = a1 + a2x1 + a3x2 + a4x1x2 + a5x3 + a6x1x3 + a7x2x3 + a8x1x2x3 ∈ RC32 ,
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then
σ(α) = Pe ⊗ CIR(A,B) + P(1,2) ⊗ CIR(C,D)
where G = {e, (1, 2)}, A = cir(a1, a2), B = cir(a3, a4), C = cir(a5, a6), D = cir(a7, a8) and
ai ∈ R.






iy ∈ R(C2 × C4),
then
σ(α) = CIR(A,B)
where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4), B = cir(a5, a6, a7, a8) and ai ∈ R.






iy ∈ R(C2 × C4),
then
σ(α) = CIR(A,B,C,D)
where A = cir(a1, a2), B = cir(a3, a4), C = cir(a5, a6), D = cir(a7, a8) and ai ∈ R.













where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4), B = cir(a5, a6, a7, a8) and ai ∈ R. Note that this corresponds
to the four-circulant construction when char(R) = 2, as we mentioned above.










where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4), B = rcir(a5, a6, a7, a8) and ai ∈ R. This second construction
from D8 will be denoted by D
′
8 in subsequent examples.













where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4), B = rcir(a5, a6, a7, a8), C = rcir(a7, a8, a5, a6) and ai ∈ R.













whereA = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4), B = cir(a5, a6, a7, a8), C = cir(a7, a6, a5, a8), D = cir(a1, a4, a3, a2)
and ai ∈ R. This second construction from Q8 will be denoted by Q′8 in subsequent examples.
4.2 Examples of Extremal Binary Self-dual Codes obtained from
the constructions
We will focus on the new construction methods, with double-circulant and four-circulant
cases being already done in the literature. We apply the constructions over the alphabets
F4 + uF4, F4, R1 and F2.
In [7] the possible weight enumerators for a self-dual Type I [64, 32, 12]2-code were ob-
tained in two forms as:
W64,1 = 1 + (1312 + 16β) y
12 + (22016− 64β) y14 + · · · , 14 ≤ β ≤ 284,
W64,2 = 1 + (1312 + 16β) y
12 + (23040− 64β) y14 + · · · , 0 ≤ β ≤ 277.
Recently, 10 new codes with new weight enumerators inW64,2 have been constructed in [20]
by considering the R3-lifts of the extended binary Hamming code. In [22], 15 new codes of
length 64 with new weight enumerators have been constructed, and most recently in [1], 5
new codes were found. Together with these the existence of codes is known for β =14, 16,
18, 20, 22, 24, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32, 34, 35, 36, 38, 39, 44, 46, 53, 59, 60, 64 and 74 in W64,1
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Table 1: Extremal binary self-dual codes from Q8
(a1, a2, a3, a4) (a5, a6, a7, a8) |Aut(C)| Type
(0, 0, 0, 0) (0, 1, 1, 1) 213 × 32 × 72 Type II
(0, 0, 0, 1) (1, 1, 1, 1) 213 × 32 Type I
(0, 1, 1, 1) (1, 1, 1, 1) 214 × 32 × 5× 7 Type II
and for β =0,. . . , 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 40,
41, 42, 44, 45, 48, 50, 51, 52, 56, 58, 64, 72, 80, 88, 96, 104, 108, 112, 114, 118, 120 and 184
in W64,2.
Throughout the text extremal Type I binary self-dual codes of length 64 have weight
enumerators in W64,2. Hence, β values in the upcoming tables correspond to W64,2. In this
section, we construct self-dual codes with weight enumerators β =0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13,
14, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 24, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32, 36, 40, 44, 48 and 52 in W64,2. Recently, codes
with weight enumerators β = 13, 17, 21, 26, 29 and 52 in W64,2 have been constructed in
[20, 22] for the first time in the literature. We give an alternative construction for these.
The constructions emerging from groups of order 8 results in self-dual codes of length
16.
We need a brief notation for the elements of F4 + uF4. We use the ordered basis
{uω, ω, u, 1} to express the elements of F4 +uF4 as binary strings of length 4, which then are
transformed into the well-known hexadecimal notation. For instance, 1 +uω corresponds to
1001, which is represented by the hexadecimal 9.
Example 2. Applying the first method of construction coming from the group Q8 to the
binary field, we get the following extremal binary self-dual codes of length 16: The same
codes are also obtained from the second construction as well.
In Table 2, extremal binary self-dual codes of length 64 have been constructed by D′8 for
F4 + uF4.
The results for the group Q8 have been listed in Table 3.
Example 3. We apply the construction method coming from C32 over the binary case, with
length 16. The results are listed in Table 4.
Example 4. We can apply these constructions to higher lengths as well. For example, if
we take blocks of length 4 in the construction coming from C32 , we can get self-dual codes
of length 32. Taking A = cir(0, 0, 0, 1), B = cir(0, 0, 0, 1), C = cir(0, 0, 0, 1) and D =
cir(1, 1, 1, 1) in C32 construction, we get the extremal Type II binary self-dual code of length
8 with automorphism group of order 29 × 32 × 5.
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Table 2: The construction D′8 over F4 + uF4
rA rB |Aut(C)| β
(036E) (83B0) 24 0
(0FB4) (137E) 25 0
(2F34) (9BD6) 24 4
(16F1) (4455) 25 4
(3FC7) (4620) 24 8
(45BF ) (C022) 25 8
(8AB1) (B6E8) 24 12
(66FF ) (3846) 25 12
(6FC1) (8C09) 24 16
(6FB1) (03B0) 24 20
(773D) (F30B) 24 24
(996B) (8408) 25 24
(2DBE) (1174) 24 28
(CCDD) (B066) 25 28
(25B6) (91F4) 24 32
(3E2D) (B855) 25 32
(0C17) (648B) 24 36
(44FF ) (984E) 25 36
(8FA8) (B47C) 25 40
(CCDD) (3AEC) 25 44
(66F5) (304C) 24 × 3 44
(E65F ) (1AC4) 25 48
(C47D) (90E6) 25 52
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Table 3: The construction Q8 over F4 + uF4
rA rB rC |Aut(C)| β
(55EE) (C522) (7E99) 24 0
(5FE6) (4F28) (2146) 24 2
(FFEE) (C7AA) (7C11) 24 4
(4273) (5E28) (6F19) 23 6
(F566) (1855) (A9E4) 23 8
(DBCA) (6EB8) (B365) 23 10
(DD44) (E588) (5E33) 24 12
(D544) (CF88) (A3E4) 23 14
(5FC4) (6D0A) (A9AE) 24 16
(7162) (CE10) (19C7) 23 18
(73E0) (6418) (3945) 23 20
(F7EE) (185F ) (89CE) 23 26
(7D6E) (45A8) (DE33) 25 28
(55EE) (4F22) (5E33) 24 30
Table 4: Extremal binary self-dual codes from C32
(a1, a2) (a3, a4) (a5, a6) (a7, a8) |Aut(C)| Type
(0, 0) (0, 0) (0, 1) (1, 1) 213 × 32 × 72 Type II
(0, 0) (0, 1) (1, 1) (1, 1) 213 × 32 Type I
(0, 1) (1, 1) (1, 1) (1, 1) 214 × 32 × 5× 7 Type II
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Table 5: The construction Q′8 over F4 + uF4
rA rB rC rD |Aut(C)| β
(0577) (B179) (79B1) (7F0D) 24 8
(275F ) (33F9) (519B) (7F07) 23 9
(2DFF ) (9179) (D991) (7F8D) 23 12
(A57D) (33D9) (F913) (F72F ) 23 13
(ADDF ) (9BF3) (FB93) (DDAF ) 24 16
(8D75) (9BD1) (F993) (DFA7) 23 17
(8F57) (915B) (5B31) (F50D) 23 21
(8F5D) (937B) (5911) (7587) 23 28
(07FF ) (9359) (F913) (FF87) 23 29
The construction Q′8 have been used for F4 + uF4 in Table 5
Remark 1. The first examples of extremal binary self-dual codes of length 64 with weight
enumerators β = 13, 17, 21, 26, 29 and 52 in W64,2 have been recently constructed in
[20, 22]. Those were constructed by using exhaustive search for the possible R2 and R3-
lifts of binary self-dual codes of the corresponding lengths. We construct such codes in an
alternative (and more direct) way by applying the constructions D′8, Q8 and Q
′
8 to the ring
F4 + uF4. Those have been listed in tables 2, 3 and 5. The binary generator matrices for
these codes are available online at [16].
5 Constructions coming from groups of order 16
In this section, we will apply the same approach that we used in the previous section to
describe construction methods coming from groups of order 16 and to apply these construc-
tion methods to find extremal self-dual binary codes. For the constructions in this section,
we need the definition of a so-called g-circulant matrix from [8]:
Definition 1. Let 0 ≤ g ≤ n. A g-circulant matrix B of order n is a matrix of the form
B = g − circ(a1, a2, . . . , an) =

a1 a2 · · · an
an−g+1 an−g+2 · · · an−g





ag+1 ag+2 · · · ag

where each subscript are calculated mod n.
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Note that,each row of B is the previous row moved g places to the right.






iyj ∈ R(C4 × C4),
then
σ(α) = CIR(A,B,C,D)
where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4), B = cir(a5, a6, a7, a8), C = cir(a9, a10, a11, a12),
D = cir(a13, a14, a15, a16) and ai ∈ R.









where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4), B = 3 − cir(a5, a6, a7, a8), C = cir(a9, a10, a11, a12), D =
3− cir(a13, a14, a15, a16) and ai ∈ R.






iyj ∈ R(C4 o C4),
then
σ(α) = CIR(A,B,C,D)
where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4), B = rcir(a5, a6, a7, a8), C = cir(a9, a10, a11, a12),
D = rcir(a13, a14, a15, a16) and ai ∈ R.






iyj ∈ R(C2 × C8),
then
σ(α) = CIR(A,B)
where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8), B = cir(a9, a10, a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a16) and ai ∈
R.






iyj ∈ R(C2 × C8),
then
σ(α) = CIR(A,B,C,D,E, F,G,H)
where A = cir(a1, a2), B = cir(a3, a4), C = cir(a5, a6), D = cir(a7, a8), E = cir(a9, a10),
F = cir(a11, a12), G = cir(a13, a14), H = cir(a15, a16) and ai ∈ R.
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jxi ∈ RM16, then
σ(α) = CIR(A,B)
where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8), B = 3 − cir(a9, a10, a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a16) and
ai ∈ R.











where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8), B = cir(a9, a10, a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a16) and ai ∈
R.





jxi ∈ RD16, then
σ(α) = CIR(A,B)
where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8), B = rcir(a9, a10, a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a16) and ai ∈
R. This second construction coming from D16 will be denoted by D
′
16.






jxi ∈ RSD16, then
σ(α) = CIR(A,B)
where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8), B = 5 − cir(a9, a10, a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a16) and
ai ∈ R.












where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8), B = rcir(a9, a10, a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a16),
C = rcir(a13, a14, a15, a16, a9, a10, a11, a12) and ai ∈ R.




i(ai+1 + ai+5y + ai+9z + ai+13yz) ∈ R(C4 × C2 × C2), then
σ(α) = Pe ⊗ CIR(A,B) + P(1,2) ⊗ CIR(C,D)
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where G = {e, (1, 2)}, A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4), B = cir(a5, a6, a7, a8), C = cir(a9, a10, a11, a12),
D = cir(a13, a14, a15, a16) and ai ∈ R.




i(a1+4i + a2+4iy + a3+4iz + a4+4iyz) ∈ R(C4 × C2 × C2), then
σ(α) = CIR(A,B,C,D)
where A = CIR(A1, A2), B = CIR(B1, B2), C = CIR(C1, C2), D = CIR(D1, D2), A1 =
cir(a1, a2), A2 = cir(a3, a4), B1 = cir(a5, a6), B2 = cir(a7, a8), C1 = cir(a9, a10), C2 =
cir(a11, a12), D1 = cir(a13, a14), D2 = cir(a15, a16) and ai ∈ R.








A B C D
BT AT DT CT
C D A B
DT CT BT AT

where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4), B = cir(a5, a6, a7, a8), C = cir(a9, a10, a11, a12), D =
cir(a13, a14, a15, a16) and ai ∈ R.




(ai+1 + ai+5y + ai+9z + ai+13yz)x
i ∈ R(C2 ×D8),
then
σ(α) = Pe ⊗ CIR(A,B) + P(1,2) ⊗ CIR(C,D)
where G = {e, (1, 2)}, A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4), B = rcir(a5, a6, a7, a8), C = cir(a9, a10, a11, a12),
D = rcir(a13, a14, a15, a16) and ai ∈ R.




(ai+1 + ai+5y + ai+9z + ai+13yz)x




A B D E
C A F D
D E A B
F D C A
 ,
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where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4), B = rcir(a5, a6, a7, a8), C = rcir(a7, a8, a5, a6),
D = cir(a9, a10, a11, a12), E = rcir(a13, a14, a15, a16), F = rcir(a15, a16, a13, a14) and ai ∈ R.








A B D E
C AT F DT
D E A B
F DT C AT

whereA = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4), B = cir(a5, a6, a7, a8), C = cir(a7, a6, a5, a8), D = cir(a9, a10, a11, a12),
E = cir(a13, a14, a15, a16), F = cir(a15, a14, a13, a16) and ai ∈ R. This second construction
coming from C2 ×Q8 will be denoted by (C2 ×Q8)′.




i(ai+1 + ai+5y + ai+9z + ai+13yz) ∈ RP16, then
σ(α) =

A B C D
B A E F
C D A B
E F B A
 ,
where A = cir(a1, a2, a3, a4), B = cir(a5, a6, a7, a8), C = cir(a9, a10, a11, a12),
D = cir(a13, a14, a15, a16), E = cir(a15, a16, a13, a14), F = cir(a11, a12, a9, a10) and ai ∈ R.
 Let G = 〈xi |x2i = 1, xixj = xjxi (i 6= i)〉 ∼= C42 where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 4. If
α = a1 + a2x1 + a3x2 + a4x1x2 + a5x3 + a6x1x3 + a7x2x3 + a8x1x2x3 + a9x4 + a10x1x4
+ a11x2x4 + a12x1x2x4 + a13x3x4 + a14x1x3x4 + a15x2x3x4 + a16x1x2x3x4 ∈ RC42
then
σ(α) = Pe⊗CIR(A,B)+P(1,2)(3,4)⊗CIR(C,D)+P(1,3)(2,4)⊗CIR(E,F )+P(1,4)(2,3)⊗CIR(G,H)
where G = {e, (1, 2)(3, 4), (1, 3)(2, 4), (1, 4)(2, 3)}, A = cir(a1, a2), B = cir(a3, a4), C =
cir(a5, a6), D = cir(a7, a8), E = cir(a9, a10), F = cir(a11, a12), G = cir(a13, a14), H =
cir(a15, a16) and ai ∈ R.
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5.1 Examples of Extremal Binary Self-dual Codes obtained from
the constructions
In this section, we give examples obtained from group of order 16̇. The constructions applied
over the binary alphabet and to the ring R1. Using g−circulant matrices to construct self-
dual codes is a distinctive method. In the following example we use the construction SD16.
Example 5. Applying the semidihedral construction to the binary case length 32, up to
equivalence, we get one extremal binary self-dual code of length 32 and one binary self-dual
code of parameter [32, 16, 6]. Lifting these to the ring R1, in other words, applying the
semidihedral construction to the ring R1 we get the following results:
Lifts of [32,16,6]: Up to equivalence we get 14 extremal binary self-dual codes of length 64.
Out of these, 11 are of Type II. The three Type I codes have two different weight enumerators.
If we take
(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8) = (u, u, 0, 0, 0, 1, u, 1)
and
(a9, a10, a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a16) = (u, 0, u, 0, 1, 1, 1, u),
then the code obtained with the semidhedral construction over R1 with these values has as
its Gray image, a Type I extremal binary self-dual code that has a weight enumerator with
β = 0 in W64,2.
If we take
(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8) = (u, u, u, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1)
and
(a9, a10, a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a16) = (u, 0, u, u, 1, 1, 1, 0),
then we get a code with the same weight enumerator(β = 0 in W64,2.)
If we take
(a1, a2, a3, a4, a5, a6, a7, a8) = (u, u, u, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1)
and
(a9, a10, a11, a12, a13, a14, a15, a16) = (u, 0, u, 0, 1, 1, 1, u),
then we get a Type I extremal binary self-dual code that has a weight enumerator with β = 16
in W64,2.
Lifts of [32,16,8]: Up to equivalence we get 13 extremal binary self-dual codes, of which
12 are Type II and the one Type I code has a weight enumerator with β = 16 in W64,2.
The constructions G4,4 and M16 use 3−circulant and 5−circulant matrices, respectively.
When these are applied over the binary alphabet we obtain self-dual binary codes of length
32. Those are not listed in order to save space.
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Table 6: The constructions D′16 and SD16 over F2 + uF2
Construction rA rB |Aut(C)| β
D′16 (22221113) (22130131) 2
5 0
D′16 (22201111) (02130311) 2
5 16
D′16 (22001113) (20132111) 2
5 32
D′16 (22001131) (22110133) 2
5 48
SD16 (00332312) (23331102) 2
5 32
Table 7: The construction Q16 over F2 + uF2
rA rB rC |Aut(C)| β
(20131120) (11023321) (00112232) 24 0
(03003112) (21103301) (02311020) 25 0
(10110221) (33231212) (22320303) 24 12
(01221112) (21323321) (20313222) 24 16
(10130021) (31231032) (00122103) 24 20
(23021312) (01121303) (22333022) 24 32
(21223310) (21103303) (00331220) 25 32
(32110203) (13013012) (22300123) 25 36
In order to simplify the notation in tables we use 2 and 3 for u and 1 + u, respectively.
When we apply the constructions D′16 and SD16 over F2 + uF2 we obtain extremal binary
self-dual codes of length 64 as binary images. Those are listed in Table 6.
In Tables 7, 8 and 9 we apply the constructions Q16, C2Q8, P16 and (C2Q8)
′, respectively.
6 New Extremal binary self-dual codes of length 68
We will now explain how we find new extremal binary self-dual codes of length 68 by com-
bining the construction methods in sections 4 and 5 and an extension theorem. We first
recall that, he possible weight enumerators of an extremal self-dual binary code of length 68
are determined in [6] as follows:
W68,1 = 1 + (442 + 4β) y
12 + (10864− 8β) y14 + · · · , 104 ≤ β ≤ 1358,
W68,2 = 1 + (442 + 4β) y
12 + (14960− 8β − 256γ) y14 + . . .
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Table 8: Codes by C2Q8 and P16 over F2 + uF2
Construction rA rB rC rD rE rF |Aut(C)| β
C2Q8 (1213) (2331) (3123) (0021) (1230) (0220) 2
4 8
C2Q8 (1233) (0311) (1301) (0003) (3032) (0200) 2
4 24
C2Q8 (2221) (3210) (2301) (3312) (0221) (1330) 2
5 24
C2Q8 (2001) (1032) (2103) (1310) (2003) (1132) 2
4 40
P16 (2010) (0320) (3103) (1230) (3311) (3301) 2
4 8
P16 (2310) (0220) (3320) (1123) (1231) (2011) 2
5 8
P16 (3021) (1331) (0211) (0223) (3022) (3302) 2
6 8
P16 (0212) (0322) (3123) (3212) (1333) (3321) 2
4 24
P16 (3223) (3113) (0031) (2003) (1220) (1300) 2
5 24
Table 9: Type I extremal self-dual binary codes of length 64 via (C2Q8)
′
rA rB rC rD rE rF rG rH |Aut(C)| β
(1331) (0033) (0330) (0220) (0023) (0233) (0332) (3013) 24 8
(1331) (2013) (2130) (0220) (2003) (0013) (0130) (3011) 24 24
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where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 9 by [17]. The existence of codes is known for many parameters for both of
the cases. In W68,2 codes exist for γ = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 6. For a list of known codes in W68,2





∣∣∣∣∣ 43, 48, 49, 51, 52, 54, 55, 56, 58, 60, 61, 62,64, 65, 67, . . . , 71, 75, . . . , 88, 90, 97, 98
}
.
In this section, we obtain 10 new extremal binary self-dual codes of length 68. More
precisely, we construct codes whose weight enumerators have γ = 4 and β =126, 129, 132,
141, 144, 145, 146, 148, 157 and 161 in W68,2.
In order to construct new codes of length 68 we use the following extension theorem over
F2 + uF2.
Theorem 6.1. ([12]) Let C be a self-dual code over F2 + uF2 of length n and G = (ri) be a
k × n generator matrix for C, where ri is the i-th row of G, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Let c be a unit in
F2 + uF2 and X be a vector in (F2 + uF2)n with 〈X,X〉 = 1. Let yi = 〈ri, X〉 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k.








generates a self-dual code C ′ over F2 + uF2 of length n+ 2.
By the use of groups of order 8 we obtain codes of length 16 over F4 + uF4 with binary
images as [64, 32, 12]2 self-dual codes. We map the codes to the ring F2 + uF2 via the Gray
map ψF4+uF4 and extend the F2 + uF2-image. We ran the files for various constructions and
codes. However, we were able to obtain new codes for only the following two codes:
Ci Construction rA rB β in W64,2 |Aut (Ci)|
C1 D8 (6ED7) (D40A) 24 25
C2 D8′ (2DBE) (1174) 28 24
The new codes are tabulated in Table 10. In order to save space the element 1 + u
of F2 + uF2 is denoted by 3 in the extension vector X. Thus we have the following main
theorem about the existence of extremal binary self-dual codes of length 68.
Theorem 6.2. Together with the codes in Table 10 the existence of extremal self-dual binary
codes is known for 46 parameters with γ = 4 in W68,2.
Remark 2. The codes constructed in this section are the first extremal binary self-dual
codes of length 68 with weight enumerators for γ = 4 where β is odd. This shows that, the
construction methods we have introduced have the potential to fill the gaps that remain with
other constructions applied thus far. The binary generator matrices of the new codes are
available online at [16].
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Table 10: Ten new extremal self-dual codes of length 68 with γ = 4
C68,i Cj c X β
C68,1 C1 1 + u (u31uu0uuu0uu0u303u3033333011uu3u) 126
C68,2 C2 1 (300u11331003u1130333110u0301110u) 129
C68,3 C1 1 + u (u33u000000uu0u30303013311u11uu3u) 132
C68,4 C1 1 + u (033uuuuu000uuu3u103u13331013u030) 144
C68,5 C2 1 (1uu011313u01u331033333u0u3u131u0) 145
C68,6 C1 1 (011u0uuu0u0uu03u303031111033uu1u) 146
C68,7 C1 1 (0130uuu0000u00303u1011311u13u010) 148
C68,8 C2 1 + u (3uu011331003u113u31131u0u30313uu) 155
C68,9 C2 1 + u (1u00131330u3u131u313310u0303310u) 157
C68,10 C2 1 + u (1uuu33133u03u133u13313u0u3u1130u) 161
7 Conclusion
In this work, we established a strong connection between group rings and self-dual codes. In
particular, this brought about a new motivation for studying unitary units in groups rings
and their orders. We also found many new construction methods for self-dual codes coming
from groups. We found that certain general groups such as cyclic groups and dihedral groups
lead to the well-known and oft-used double-circulant and four-circulant constructions. We
established the relevance of the new construction methods by finding many extremal binary
self-dual codes using them.
We used groups of order 8 and order 16 for the construction methods. Using groups
of different orders might lead to more construction methods. Different rings and their
corresponding Gray maps can also be used with these constructions. Currently we cannot
establish the minimum distance of the code from the corresponding group ring element. An
attempt at resolving this question might be quite a relevant direction of future research in
this area.
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